For Immediate Release

Vienna Instruments Pro Retina; Up to 52% Discount on VI Series
Libraries
Vienna Symphonic Library updates Vienna Instruments Pro player and grants major discounts
on all compatible libraries
Vienna, March 6, 2020 – The Vienna Symphonic Library is pleased to announce a free update
of its proprietary Vienna Instruments Pro Player with a scalable and retina-ready user interface.
All Vienna libraries that load into the player and that are included in the product line of VI Series
libraries are offered at major discounts of up to 52% through April 1, 2020.

Vienna Instruments Pro – Retina-ready and new lower price
The new version of Vienna Symphonic Library’s proprietary sample player Vienna Instruments
Pro was just made available as a free update with a retina-ready and scalable user interface for
better visibility on high resolution screens, such as 4K. In addition to the features of the free
Vienna Instruments player that comes with every VI Series library, the paid version sports
innovative features such as Human Performance Control, Auto Humanization, polyphonic
legato, an internal Auto-Playback and Pattern Sequencer, and much more. It is available as an
AU/VST/AAX plug-in and as a stand-alone version. What’s more, Vienna Instruments Pro is
now available as a single license configuration at the new price of just €55.

VI Series
All libraries of the company’s VI Series were recorded in the relatively dry environment of the
custom-built recording hall near Vienna, the Silent Stage, and are available individually or in
specially priced bundles in the categories of Strings, Winds, Percussion, Keyboards, Voices and
Plucked. The VI Super Package includes all products of these categories combined. With its
unsurpassed number of over 2.8 million pristine sound recordings, this tour de force is by far the
largest compilation of orchestral samples on the planet. The discounts during the promotional
period range from 32% thorugh 52%.

Vienna Symphonic Library’s VI Series Discounts; Vienna Instruments Pro player update

About the Vienna Symphonic Library
The Vienna Symphonic Library is an innovative, research-driven music software and sample
library developer based in Vienna, Austria. The team continually strives to improve virtual
orchestral music production with a special emphasis on authenticity and ease-of-use. Vienna
Instruments, the company’s multi-award-winning virtual instruments in the formats AU, VST,
and AAX Native, encompass an exhaustive range of solo instruments and ensembles, from
their flagship Symphonic Cube to special instruments such as the Vienna Konzerthaus Organ,
the Vienna Imperial grand piano, saxophones, upright bass, and even distorted guitar.
Acclaimed software products include Vienna Instruments Pro, Vienna Ensemble Pro, Vienna
MIR Pro and Vienna Suite Pro. In 2016, the company launched an entirely new venture:
Synchron Stage Vienna, a unique scoring stage in Austria’s capital that accommodates
orchestras of up 130 musicians, merges proprietary software innovations and revolutionary
approaches with traditional recording technologies and procedures.
More information on Vienna Symphonic Library’s products can be found at www.vsl.co.at.
Graphics are available for download here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qeQsmjLLD1efNEdDnkP5tDP5z2L12myd
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